
Heaven Meets  
Earth Collection

FLORA
COLLECTION

Our Flora Collection beautifully  
captures nature's beauty and her
florals in a Fine Art Style. It includes our  
most popular, the famous Protea
flower, and also boasts some beautiful
succulents and other florals our
country has to offer. 

Fine Art Home Decor 
by  SAMMY   JADE   PHOTOGRAPHY

FAUNA
COLLECTION

South Africa wouldn’t be our country, if
we didn’t have our majestic farm life and
Nguni pride. The FAUNA Collection
captures the strength and beauty of
these animals.  This collection includes
cattle families across different species
and beautiful Nguni statements. 
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It's more than just art...
Long before my photography journey even started, I had a love for nature I couldn't really put into
words. It wasn't always just the perfect colouring of never-ending botanicals mixed with the
purple-orange of a sunset, but the silence and the still that came with it when staring at this
creation .... at His creation. It's as if He wanted us to smile, and be still, when looking at this little
piece of Heaven, knowing that this one day awaits all of His children in heaven. 

Why did I start Heaven Meets Earth Collection? 

Have you ever just stared at the ocean, or the sky, perhaps breathtaking mountains from your car
window, or some flowers, and felt so at peace that you feel your troubles are being lifted from your
shoulders, and you have this indescribable calmness that flows over you? This is the still and
calming effect  I want these Fine Art Pieces to have on its owners: to “Be still and know”. To find
wellness within  your soul. And to know that even amidst a storm, God  is fiercely in control, and
you have a peace that supersedes all human understanding. This is what it's like for me when I
photograph nature. From the bottom of my heart, I believe that He brought down to earth this
indescribably humble beauty in the form of nature for us to marvel in, and be thankful. And this,
this is where Heaven Meets Earth. If this piece of nature hangs in your home, it should be a
reminder of what Heaven will be like - peaceful as we surrender.  And it should also remind you
that God has a Heaven-driven purpose for YOU, here on  this earth. 

So, here's my pitch to you...

If you want a visible daily reminder of that feeling of peace, gratitude  and contentedness
overwhelming your heart;  of God's masterful creation; of that indescribable peace in your heart;
and of that total surrender to God's plan for your life; then you  have to have a little piece of
Heaven hanging on your very own wall at home.  

Heaven Meets Earth Collection  is way more than just art, or home decor. Understanding this will
open your heart to so much beauty God has given to your life.

Be blessed!
Sammy 

ABOUT US
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HMEC
001

Our 001 Protea Collection Set has three proteas  
in separate frames, specifically chosen and set

out as a clean and elegant trio.



HMEC
002

Our 002 Protea Loud stands proud and
proclaims its beauty loudly. This piece leaves no

room for doubt. 



HMEC
003

Our 003 Protea Loud stands proud and
proclaims its beauty loudly. This piece is subtly

different than the previous, but no less
powerful.



HMEC
004

Our Loud Proteas 002-004 are very  similar, but
all three boast unique and subtle beauties. They

are also perfect for a collection trio with their
subtle differences. 



HMEC
005

Instead of three separate Portraits, here is the
005 Loud Protea Collection Trio available in a

Landscape option in a single frame. 



HMEC
006

Lastly, we also have the 006 Burgundy
Collection available in full length, on three

separate portrait pieces.



HMEC
008 

Our 008 Pink Ice options are beautifully suited
in an interior space with lots of natural lighting.
It adds to the lightness and airy aesthetic to a

home. 

HMEC
008P 

HMEC
008L



HMEC
009 

Our 009 Artichoke is for our artsy clients
seeking something different - a statement - in

their homes.



HMEC
010 The 010 Artichoke Heart shows a unique part of

the Artichoke, a beauty that is rare.



HMEC
011 

These 011 Yellow Pieces are for clients who like
to make a statement  in their homes using bold

colours. They are available in Portrait and
Landscape options.

HMEC
011P 

HMEC
011L



HMEC
012 

We call this 012: Curved Geometry. See how
beautifully the lines curve, contrasting against

the seeming geometric shape and sharp edges.
This piece is designed for the thinker - perfectly

suited for a study room or office space. 



HMEC
013 

South African Unity  -   a unit  of cattle,
protecting their own. The wide angle and

composed cattle will compliment a modern 
look interior design and can be perfectly paired

with multiple textures and wood types



HMEC
014 

The South African Heart represents more than a
mere moment shared between lens and animal

-  it tells a story.  

HMEC
014P 

HMEC
014L



HMEC
015 

With power,  comes Grace.  The naturally lit
South African Power is perfect for a single-wall

statement or feature-wall in your home. 



HMEC
016

This Portrait is perfect for the darker interior
tones, a perfect pairing of light wood and grey

tones - a more modern colour palette. The light
in the surroundings compliment the contrasting

moody tones. 



HMEC
017

This piece transcends the rules of interior
design. In a more modern look with different
wooden textures and styles, this statement

piece ties it all together, creating a finished look
to your modern interior design.



HMEC
018

Our beautiful NGUNI Style Collection was
captured in the welcoming fields of Thandanani
Ngunis Farm near Paul Roux in the Free State

Province. The hospitality of both the owner and
the animal was a special occurrence.  

NGUNI STYLE

018A

018B

018C



HMEC
018

It was in these fields that I stood, 8 months
pregnant, perfectly still and calm amidst these
wildly majestic animals. This experience taught
me exactly how beautifully welcoming nature

can be.

NGUNI STYLE

018D

018E

018F



HMEC
018

Not only did I capture these animals in their raw
beauty, but I also learnt so much about their

history, culture and mannerisms. 

NGUNI STYLE

018G

018H

018J



HMEC
018

From their African descent to their strength, it's
clear that these animals can teach us more

about resilience and surviving the toughest.  We
have so much to learn from these animals who
have survived the harshest African conditions,

only to come out conquerors and stronger.

NGUNI STYLE

018K

018L

018M



HMEC
018

The love and welcoming support from Johan de
Swart, owner of @Thandanani Ngunis, will

forever pierce my heart and remind me that
both nature and man are beautiful and

purposefully God-sent creations. 

NGUNI STYLE

018N

018P

018Q



HMEC
018

Let these Nguni’s remind you of YOUR strength,
power and determination, and that you are

fearfully and wonderfully made!
- Psalm 139:14
- 2 Timothy 1:7

NGUNI STYLE

018R



HOW TO ORDER:

ONLINE ORDERS:
WWW.SAMMYJADEPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

Visit our website and add a specific item to
your cart. Be sure  to complete the required
information correctly. 

Orders can be done online or via
WhatsApp. For any queries,
please feel free to send a message
via the number below. Once an
order has been placed, we will
respond with your invoice. Orders
may take up to 21 working days.

WHATSAPP ORDERS:
082 413 0616

Include the following information to your
order:
- Name & Surname
- Canvas selection number (E.g. HMEC. 012)
- Size of canvas
- Wood type for framing 
- Shipping address
- Email address
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Canvas & Wooden Frame Pricing
Pine Wood | Kiaat Wood

A4: R899 | R1199
A3: R1350 | R1599
A2: R1599 | R1850
A1: R1850 | R2199
A0: R2199 | R2500

ALL CANVASSES INCLUDE A WOODEN FRAME AS PER CLIENT'S
SELECTION. THE FIRST PRICE IS FOR PINE WOOD. THE SECPND IS FOR  
QUALITY KIAAT WOOD

CUSTOM ORDERS:
082 413 0616

Include the following information to  your order:
- Name & Surname
- Canvas selection number (E.g. HMEC. 012)
- Size of canvas (Include EXACT dimensions in
mm) 
- Email address
- Any other questions you might have.
 

WWW.SAMMYJADEPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

PRICE LIST:

Sammy Jade Photography |
Heaven Meets Earth Collection

sammy_jade_photography

082 413 0616

heavenmeets
earth.collection@gmail.com

 Receive 10% discount on three or more canvasses 


